Abstract. We present a new formulation of some basic differential geometric notions on a smooth manifold M , in the setting of nonstandard analysis. In place of classical vector fields, for which one needs to construct the tangent bundle of M , we define a prevector field, which is an internal map from * M to itself, implementing the intuitive notion of vectors as infinitesimal displacements. We introduce regularity conditions for prevector fields, defined by finite differences, thus purely combinatorial conditions involving no analysis. These conditions replace the more elaborate analytic regularity conditions appearing in previous similar approaches, e.g. by Stroyan and Luxemburg or Lutz and Goze. We define the flow of a prevector field by hyperfinite iteration of the given prevector field, in the spirit of Euler's method. We define the Lie bracket of two prevector fields by appropriate iteration of their commutator. We study the properties of flows and Lie brackets, particularly in relation with our proposed regularity conditions. We note several simple applications to the classical setting, such as bounds related to the flow of vector fields, analysis of small oscillations of a pendulum, and an instance of Frobenius' Theorem regarding the complete integrability of independent vector fields.
Introduction
We develop foundations for differential geometry on smooth manifolds, based on infinitesimals, where vectors and vector fields are represented by infinitesimal displacements in the manifold itself, as they were thought of historically. Such an approach was previously introduced e.g. by Stroyan and Luxemburg in [SL] , and by Lutz and Goze in [LG] . For such an approach to work, one needs to assume some regularity condition on the infinitesimal displacement maps used to represent vector fields, in place of the smoothness properties appearing in the classical setting. The various regularity conditions chosen in existing sources seem non basic and overly tied up with classical analytic notions. In the present work we introduce natural and easily verifiable regularity conditions, defined by finite differences. We show that these weak regularity conditions are sufficient for defining notions such as the flow and Lie bracket of vector fields.
In more detail, we would like to study vectors and vector fields in a smooth manifold M while bypassing its tangent bundle. We would like to think of a vector based at a point a in M as a little arrow in M itself, whose tail is a and whose head is a nearby point x in M. The notions "little" and "nearby" can be formalized in the hyperreal framework, i.e. nonstandard analysis, where infinitesimal quantities are available. We aim to demonstrate that various differential geometric concepts and various proofs become simpler and more transparent in this framework.
For good introductions to nonstandard analysis see e.g. [AFHL] , [Go] , [GKK] , [Ke] , [LW] , [Va] . For an advanced study of axiomatic treatments see [KR] . For a historical perspective see [BBHK] . We also include a brief introduction in Appendix A.
Infinitesimal quantities may themselves be infinitely large or infinitely small compared to one another, so the key to our application of infinitesimal quantities in differential geometry is to fix a positive infinitesimal hyperreal number λ once and for all, which will fix the scale of our constructions. We then define a prevector based at a nearstandard point a of * M to be a pair of points (a, x) in * M for which the distance between a and x is not infinitely large compared to λ. Two prevectors (a, x), (a, y) based at a are termed equivalent if the distance between x and y is infinitely small compared to λ. Note that the notion of the distance in proving Frobenius' Theorem in the spirit of our proof of Theorem 7.13 and Classical Corollary 7.14, characterizing when k vector fields are the first k coordinate vector fields for some choice of coordinates. This can be thought of as an instance of Frobenius' Theorem, with stronger assumption and stronger conclusion.
A very different alternative approach to the foundations of differential geometry is that of Synthetic Differential Geometry, introduced by Lawvere and others, see e.g. [Ko] . It relies on category-theoretic concepts and intuitionistic logic, which are not needed for our approach. To the extent that our hierarchy D k of regularity classes is formulated in terms of finite differences and thus avoids classical analytic notions, our approach can also be characterized as synthetic differential geometry.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define prevectors, and explain their relation to classical tangent vectors. We define such notions as the action of a prevector field on a smooth function, and the differential of a smooth map from one smooth manifold to another.
In Section 3 we define local and global prevector fields. We define the D k regularity property of prevector fields. The property D k is defined via coordinates by a finite difference condition.
We show how a local classical vector field induces a local prevector field, and show that if the classical vector field is C k then the induced local prevector field is D k (Proposition 3.7). We show that the definition of D 1 and D 2 prevector fields is independent of the choice of coordinates (Propositions 3.10, 3.14) , and that D 2 implies D 1 (Proposition 3.12). In Section 4 we show that a global D 1 prevector field is bijective on the nearstandard part of M (Theorem 4.6).
In Section 5 we define the flow of a prevector field. It is a generalization of the Euler approximation for the flow appearing e.g. in Keisler [Ke, p. 162] , as well as [SL, p. 128] and [LG, p. 115] . We establish bounds on the growth of the distance between points of the manifold during the flow (Theorem 5.1), and bounds on the difference between the flows of different prevector fields (Theorem 5.2). We note that this implies corresponding bounds for the flow of classical vector fields (Classical Corollary 5.8).
We use the flow of prevector fields to show that a canonical representative can be chosen from each equivalence class of local prevector fields which includes a D 1 (resp. D 2 ) prevector field, and this representative is itself D 1 (resp. D 2 ). This is done roughly as follows. Given a D 1 (resp. D 2 ) local prevector field F , its flow in F . Different representatives F of the given equivalence class induce the same standard flow (Theorem 5.6 ) and so F is indeed canonically chosen. We then need to show that F is in fact equivalent to the original F one started with (Theorem 5.15) , and that if F is D 1 or D 2 then the same holds for F (Propositions 5.11, 5.12). As example of an application of our results on flows we analyze oscillations of a pendulum with infinitesimal amplitude (Section 5.3).
In Section 6 we show that every global classical C 1 (resp. C 2 ) vector field can be realized by a global D 1 (resp. D 2 ) prevector field, whose values on the nearstandard part of * M are canonically prescribed (Theorem 6.6 ). This involves techniques similar to those mentioned above in relation to the construction of F , and additionally, for a vector field which does not have compact support, our assumption of countable saturation is used.
In Section 7 we define the Lie bracket of two prevector fields, and relate it to the classical Lie bracket of classical vector fields (Theorem 7.12). We show that the Lie bracket of two D 1 prevector fields is itself a prevector field (Theorem 7.2), and that the Lie bracket of two D 2 prevector fields is D 1 (Theorem 7.5). We further show that the Lie bracket is well defined on equivalence classes of D 2 prevector fields (Theorem 7.10), and that this is not the case for prevector fields that are merely D 1 (Example 7.11). We show that the Lie bracket of two D 2 prevector fields is equivalent to the identity prevector field if and only if their local standard flows commute (Theorem 7.13). We note that this implies the classical result that the flows of two vector fields commute if and only if their Lie bracket vanishes (Classical Corollary 7.14).
In Appendix A we give a brief informal introduction to nonstandard analysis, for those who are unfamiliar with this framework.
We would like to thank Thomas McGaffey for guiding us to the existing literature on the subject.
Prevectors
For our analysis we will need to compare different infinitesimal quantities. The basic relations are the following.
Definition 2.1. For r, s ∈ * R, we will write r ≺ s if r = as for finite a, and will write r ≺≺ s if r = as for infinitesimal a.
So r ≺ 1 means that r is finite, and r ≺≺ 1 means that r is infinitesimal. Given a finite dimensional vector space V over R, and given v ∈ * V , and s ∈ * R, we will write v ≺ s if * v ≺ s for some norm · on V . We will generally omit the * from function symbols and so will simply write v ≺ s. This condition is independent of the choice of norm since all norms on V are equivalent. Similarly we will write v ≺≺ s if v ≺≺ s. We will also write v ≈ w when v − w ≺≺ 1. If one chooses a basis for V thus identifying it with R n , then x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ * R n satisfies x ≺ s or x ≺≺ s if and only if each x i satisfies this, since this is clear in, say, the Euclidean norm on R n . Given 0 < s ∈ * R let V s F = {v ∈ * V : v ≺ s} and Our object of interest is a smooth manifold M. For p ∈ M, the halo of p, which we denote by h(p), is the set of all points x in the nonstandard extension * M of M, for which there is a coordinate neighborhood U of p such that x ∈ * U and x ≈ p in the given coordinates. In fact, the definition of h(p) does not require coordinates, but rather depends only on the topology of M. (For more details, see Appendix A.3.) The points of M are called standard, and a point which is in h(p) for some p ∈ M is called nearstandard. If a is nearstandard then the standard part (or shadow) of a, denoted st(a), is the unique p ∈ M such that a ∈ h(p).
In particular, Much of our analysis will be local, so given an open W ⊆ R n and a smooth function f : 
Proof. Given a ∈ h W , let U be a neighborhood of st(a) such that U ⊆ W and U is compact.
So there is C ∈ R such that |f (x)| ≤ C for all x ∈ U. By transfer |f (x)| ≤ C for all x ∈ * U, in particular |f (a)| ≤ C, so f (a) is finite. (As for functions, we omit the * from relation symbols, writing ≤ in place of *
≤.)
Given an open U ⊆ R n and a smooth function f : U → R, the partial derivatives of * f are by definition the functions * (
), i.e. the extensions of the partial derivatives of f . So, one has a row vector D a of partial derivatives at any point a ∈ * U if f is C 1 , and similarly a Hessian matrix H a of the second partial derivatives at every a ∈ * U, in case f is C 2 . By Lemma 2.3 D a and H a are finite throughout h U.
We state the following properties of D a and H a as three remarks for future reference.
Remark 2.4. Let a, b ∈ h U with a ≈ b, then the interval between a and b is contained in for any y ≈ a (e.g. y = st(a)), so writing
Lipschitz (e.g. if f is C 2 ), and we are given a constant β ≺≺ 1 such that x − y ≺ β for all x in the interval between a and b, then we have the stronger condition
Remark 2.5. If f is C 2 then by transfer of the Taylor approximation theorem we have
for some x in the interval between a and b, and remarks similar to those we have made regarding
Remark 2.6. If ϕ = (ϕ i ) : U → R n then the n rows D i a corresponding to ϕ i form the Jacobian matrix J a of ϕ at a. By applying the above considerations to each ϕ i we obtain that
Now choose a positive infinitesimal λ ∈ * R, and fix it once and for all.
Definition 2.7. Given a ∈ h M , a prevector based at a is a pair (a, x), x ∈ h M, such that for
Equivalently, given coordinates in a neighborhood W of st(a) in M, whose image is U ⊆ R n , andâ,x ∈ * U are the coordinates for a and x, then (a, x) is a prevector based at a ifx −â ≺ λ, where the differencex −â is defined in * R n ⊇ * U.
We show that the two definitions are indeed equivalent. Assume the first definition, and let x 1 , . . . , x n be the chosen coordinate functions. Since each x i is smooth, we get x i (x) − x i (a) ≺ λ for each i, i.e.x −â ≺ λ. Conversely, assume the second definition holds, and let f : M → R be a smooth function. Then f (x) − f (a) = D c (x −â) for some c in the interval betweenâ and
(The components of D c are finite by Lemma 2.3.)
We denote by P a = P a (M) the set of prevectors based at a.
Definition 2.8. We define an equivalence relation ≡ on P a as follows:
f (x) ≺≺ λ for every smooth f : M → R, or equivalently, if in coordinates as above,ŷ −x ≺≺ λ.
The equivalence of the two definitions follows by the same argument as above. Since the relation (a, x) ≡ (a, y) depends only on x, y, we will also simply write x ≡ y. We denote the set of equivalence classes P a /≡ by T a = T a (M). In the spirit of physics notation, the equivalence class of (a, x) ∈ P a will be denoted − → ax.
Under this identification T a inherits the structure of a vector space over R. If we choose different coordinates in a neighborhood of st(a) with image
This means that the map R n → R n induced by the two identifications of T a with R n provided by the two coordinate maps, is given by multiplication by the matrix J st(a) , and so is linear. Thus the vector space structure induced on T a via coordinates is independent of the choice of coordinates, and so we have a well defined vector space structure on T a over R.
Note that the object T a is a mixture of standard and nonstandard notions. It is a vector space over R rather than * R, but defined at every a ∈ h M .
If a, b ∈ h M and a ≈ b, then given coordinates in a neighborhood of st(a), the identifications of T a and T b with R n induced by these coordinates induces an identification between T a and T b .
Given a different choice of coordinates, the matrix J st(a) used in the previous paragraph is the same matrix for a and b, and so the identification of T a with T b is well defined, independent of a choice of coordinates. Thus when a ≈ b ∈ h M we may unambiguously add a vector − → a x ∈ T a with a vector
Definition 2.9. A prevector (a, x) ∈ P a acts on a smooth function f : M → R as follows:
which is finite by definition of prevector.
This induces a differentiation of f : M → R by a vector − → a x ∈ T a as follows: − → a xf = st((a, x)f ). The action − → a xf is well defined by definition of the equivalence relation ≡. Note our mixture again, − → a x is a nonstandard object based at the nonstandard point a, but it assigns a standard real number to the standard function f . The action (a, x)f satisfies the Leibniz rule up to infinitesimals, indeed:
where the final ≈ is by continuity of f . For the action − → a xf this implies the following, where the second equality is by continuity of f and g.
Proposition 2.10. Letting a 0 = st(a) we have
Definition 2.11. If h : M → N is a smooth map between smooth manifolds, then for a ∈ h M we define the differential of h, dh a :
This induces a map dh a :
here between h and dh seems more transparent than in the corresponding classical definition.
Furthermore, the "chain rule", i.e. the fact that
for both P a and T a . Namely, x) ), and similarly for − → a x ∈ T a .
Remark 2.12. For standard a ∈ M, T a is naturally identified with the classical tangent space of M at a as follows. Since we have done everything also in terms of coordinates, it is enough to see this for open U ⊆ R n , where the tangent space at any point a is R n itself. A vector v ∈ R n is then identified with
Under this identification, our definitions of − → a xf and dh( − → a x) coincide with the classical ones.
Prevector fields
Recall that h M denotes the set of all nearstandard points in * M, and P a denotes the set of prevectors based at a ∈ h M . We define a prevector field on a smooth manifold M to be an
M . If F and G are two prevector fields then we will say F is equivalent to G and write The reason for allowing the values of a local prevector field defined on * U to lie in a slightly larger range * V is in order to allow a prevector field F to be restricted to a smaller domain which is not invariant under F . For example, if M = R and one wants to restrict the prevector field F given by F (a) = a + λ, to the domain * (0, 1), then one needs to allow a slightly larger range. In the sequel we will usually not mention the slightly larger range V when describing a local prevector field, but it will always be tacitly assumed that we have such V when needed.
A second instance where it may be needed for the range to be slightly larger than the domain is the following natural setting for defining a local prevector field.
Example 3.1. Let p ∈ M, V a coordinate neighborhood of p with image V ′ ⊆ R n , and X a classical vector field on V , given in coordinates by
e.g. one can take U ′ such that U ′ is compact and U ′ ⊆ V ′ . For the corresponding U ⊆ V this induces a local prevector field F : 
When realizing a vector field as in Example 3.1 it may indeed be necessary to restrict to a smaller neighborhood U, e.g. for M = V = V ′ = (0, 1) and X ′ = 1, one needs to take U = (0, r)
for some 1 > r ∈ R in order for F (a) = a + λ to always lie in * V . Note that Definition 3.2 involves only standard points; see however Corollary 4.12 for a discussion of this matter.
Different coordinates for the same neighborhood U will induce equivalent realizations in * U.
More precisely, we show the following.
change of coordinates, and
where J a is the Jacobian matrix of ϕ at a. Let F, G be the prevector fields given by 
where D i c is the differential of ϕ i at some point c in the interval between a and a + λX(a).
(Such c exists by Remark 2.4.) Since this is true for each component i, we have
Definition 3.4. We define I to be the identity prevector field on * M, (or on * U for any U ⊆ M or U ⊆ R n ), i.e. I(a) = a for all a. The prevector field I corresponds to classical zero vector field via the procedure of Example 3.1.
Regularity conditions.
If one wants to define various operations on prevector fields, such as their flow, or Lie bracket, then one must assume some regularity properties. Recall that a classical vector field X :
For the local prevector field F of Example 3.1, where F (a) − a = λX(a), this translates into
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.5. A prevector field F on a smooth manifold M is of class
One can then also think of "order k" Lipschitz conditions on prevector fields, for the definition of which we will use the following Euler notation for finite differences. Given vector spaces V, W (classical or nonstandard), and given A ⊆ V , a ∈ A, and v 1 , . . . , v k ∈ V such that
. . , e k ) ∈ {0, 1} k , and given a function F : A → W , we define the kth difference ∆ k v 1 ,...,v k F (a) as follows:
We note that in terms of this difference notation, the D 1 condition can be stated as follows:
M with a − b ≺ λ, (recall that I denotes the identity prevector field, i.e. I(a) = a for all a). Or, if we let v = b − a then this can be written as
Generalizing to higher order differences, we define the D k regularity condition on a prevector field F by the following condition, in coordinates in a neighborhood U: For any a ∈ h U and
We note that for k ≥ 2, ∆
For k = 2 this reads as follows.
we have in coordinates that for any v, w ∈ * R n with v, w ≺ λ,
We will show that the definitions of D 1 and D 2 prevector fields are independent of coordinates in Propositions 3.10 and 3.14 respectively. We will show in Proposition 3.12 that D 2 implies D 1 . In fact, the proof of the invariance of D 2 will use the fact that D 2 implies D 1 in any given coordinates, which in turn relies on the technical Lemma 3.11. In Proposition 3.7 we will show that the prevector field of Example 3.1 induced by a classical vector field of class C k , is a D k prevector field. This is in fact the central motivation for our definition of D k , but we note that
Lipschitz, which is weaker than C 1 . We remark that a definition of D 0 along the above lines would simply amount to F (a) − a ≺ λ, i.e. F being a prevector field. Note, however, that in our definitions above, being a prevector field is part of the definition of
It follows that if F is the prevector field on
Proof. Let U ⊆ W be a smaller neighborhood of st(a) for which all kth partial derivatives of
By iterating the mean value theorem k times there is (t 1 , . .
where C i is determined by a bound for all kth partial derivatives of
This is true for each X i , i = 1, . . . , n, and so there is a K ∈ R such that
By transfer the same is true, with the same K, for all p ∈ * U and
In particular this is true for our a and all v 1 , . . . , v k ∈ * R n with v i ≺≺ 1.
Remark 3.8. Theorem 3.7 was stated for a C k vector field X : U → R n , but for the first statement one can think of X as any C k map, and indeed in the proof of Proposition 3.14 below it will be used for X = ϕ : U → W a C k change of coordinates.
We note that a D 1 prevector field F satisfies the following.
3.2. Invariance of regularity conditions. Proof. Let U, W ⊆ R n be two coordinate charts for a neighborhood of st(a), and ϕ : U → W the change of coordinates map. Let F be a D 1 prevector field in U and G the corresponding
Let φ = ϕ i be the ith component of ϕ. By Remark 2.4 there is a point x on the interval between
There is a point y on the interval between a and b such that
and 4) the entries of the Jacobian of ϕ
This is true for all components φ = ϕ i of ϕ and so it is true for ϕ, i.e.
which completes the proof since ϕ • F = G • ϕ.
We would now like to show that for any given coordinates, D 2 implies D 1 . We first prove the following technical lemma, which will also be used in the proof of Lemma 7.8. We demonstrate the content of this lemma with a simple example. Let f, g :
We now advance by steps of size d and see how f and g develop. The increment of f and g after one step is the same,
But after m steps with m ≥
properly accumulate along the m steps to produce a large value for f (md) in comparison to
remains small since the increments of g are not sufficiently persistent, this being reflected in the fact that the difference g(
increments is not sufficiently small compared to the first increment
. This lemma will, in fact, be used in the reverse direction, namely, a bound on f (md) − f (0) will be used in order to obtain a stronger bound on
Lemma 3.11. Let B ⊆ R n be an open ball around the origin 0, let a ∈ h(0), and let
Proof. Let N = ⌊r/ v ⌋ where 0 < r ∈ R is slightly smaller than the radius of B, and for
and so, multiplying by v , we have
By definition of N and since K ≺ 1 we have that m v is appreciable, i.e. not infinitesimal, and so finally
Proof. Given a ∈ h W , in the given coordinates take some ball B around st(a).
, and on the other
v,v I(x) = 0, and by taking v = w in Definition 3.6. Together we have ∆
since F is a prevector field and so
We need one more lemma before proving that D 2 is independent of coordinates.
Lemma 3.13. In given coordinates, F is D 2 if and only if it satisfies
for every a, and every v, w ≺ λ.
Proof. Clearly D 2 implies the above condition. For the converse, say v ≤ w . If w ≺ v then the two conditions are clearly equivalent. Otherwise let n = ⌊ w / v ⌋, and w ′ = w/n.
v , and so by the preceding remark the two conditions are equivalent for v, w ′ , and so for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
is finite. Let C be the maximum of C 1 , . . . , C n then C is finite and
Proposition 3.14. The definition of D 2 is independent of coordinates.
Proof. Let ϕ : U → W be a change of coordinates. Let F be a D 2 prevector field in U and G the corresponding prevector field in W i.e. G • ϕ = ϕ • F . Given p ∈ h W , and
x, y ∈ * R n with x, y ≺ λ, and say x ≤ y , then by Lemma 3.13 it is enough to show
Then w ≺ y and so it is enough to show
Since F is D 2 , by Proposition 3.12 it is also D 1 , and so by Proposition 3.10
by Remark 3.8 (assuming ϕ is C 2 ) and since p + x + y = −ϕ(a) + ϕ(a + v) + ϕ(a + w) and v ≺ w . In view of ( * * ) we see that ( * ) holds if and only if
so we proceed to prove this last inequality. Let φ = ϕ i be the ith component of ϕ. We have
where
is the differential of φ at F (a) and H 1 is the Hessian matrix of φ at some point on the interval between F (a) and F (a + v), (recall Remark 2.5). Similarly
with H 2 , H 3 similarly defined. We have
where D a is the differential of φ at a and H ′ 1 is the Hessian matrix of φ at some point on the interval between a and a + v. Now let
3 ), and we have
Furthermore, since by Proposition 3.12 the prevector field
Substituting the above expressions for these six summands, after all cancellations we remain
This is true for all components φ = ϕ i of ϕ and so it is true for ϕ. 
In particular if both
Proof. In coordinates
We next show that the composition of
Proof. We have
by Proposition 3.9.
Proof. In some coordinates let p = G(a), x = G(a + v) − G(a) and y = G(a + w) − G(a), and so by Propositions 3.12 and 3.9 we have x ≺ v and y ≺ w . Also by Propositions 3.12 and 3.9 we have 
Global properties of prevector fields
Proof. The first statement is a special case of the second, by taking G(a) = a for all a. So we prove the second statement. Let A = {n ∈ * N : F (a) − G(a) ≤ nλ for every a ∈ * B}. Every infinite n ∈ * N is in A and so by underspill there is a finite C in A. (Recall that "underspill" is the fact that if A ⊆ * N is an internal set, and A includes all infinite n then it must also include a finite n. See Appendix A.2.) For F ≡ G, let
Every finite n ∈ * N is in A and so by overspill (a similar notion to underspill, see Appendix A.2),
there is an infinite n ∈ * N in A, and take β = 
It follows that
for k = 0, . . . , N − 1, then C ab is finite. For every 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 we have
Since each C ab is finite, every infinite n ∈ * N is in A, and so by underspill, there is a finite K in A, and the first statement follows. The second statement follows from the first as in the proof of Proposition 3.9. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.2. Let N = ⌊1/λ⌋. Given a ∈ * B and
By underspill as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, there is a single finite K which works for all a, v, w.
When speaking about local D 1 or D 2 prevector fields, whenever needed we will assume, perhaps by passing to a smaller domain, that a constant K as in Propositions 4.2, 4.3 exists.
Otherwise there exists a B including a, b as in Proposition 4.2, and (2) of that proposition implies F (a) = F (b).
We will now show that a D 1 prevector field is in fact bijective on h M. We first prove local surjectivity, as follows.
Proposition 4.5. Let B 1 ⊆ B 2 ⊆ B 3 ⊆ R n be closed balls centered at the origin, of radii
Proof. Fix 0 < s ∈ R smaller than r 2 − r 1 and r 3 − r 2 . We will apply transfer to the following fact: For every function f : B 2 → B 3 , if f (x) − f (y) ≤ 2 x − y for all x, y ∈ B 2 and f (x) − x < s for all x ∈ B 2 then f (B 2 ) ⊇ B 1 . This fact is indeed true since our assumptions on f imply that it is continuous, and that for every x ∈ ∂B 2 the straight interval between x and f (x) is contained in B 3 − B 1 , so f | ∂B 2 is homotopic in B 3 − B 1 to the inclusion of ∂B 2 .
Now if some p ∈ B 1 is not in f (B 2 ) then f | ∂B 2 is null-homotopic in B 3 − {p}, and so the same is true for the inclusion of ∂B 2 , a contradiction. Applying transfer we get that for every internal 
by Lemma 3.9.
Remark 4.10. If one follows the proofs of Proposition 4.9 and Lemma 3.9 one sees that if
We conclude this section with the following observations.
Proof. Given b, let K be as in Proposition 4.2 for both F and G, in a ball around a = st(b). 
The flow of a prevector field
In this section we define and study the flow of global and local prevector fields. In our definition of a prevector field as a map from * M to itself, we mean for F to be identified with its own flow at time λ. The flow for later time t should thus be defined by iterating F the appropriate number of times. (Thus the classical notion of a vector field being the infinitesimal generator of its flow receives literal meaning in our setting.)
So, for a global prevector field F : * M → * M and for 0 ≤ t ∈ R, let n = n(t) = ⌊t/λ⌋ and define the flow F t of F at time t to be F t (a) = F n (a), where F n is given by the map * Map(M) × * N → * Map(M) which is the extension of the map
The flow of a local prevector field is similarly defined, only a bit of care is needed regarding its domain. So, for local prevector field F :
We set the domain of F t to be Y n(t) , where it is defined by F t (a) = F ′ t (a). We would also like to consider F t for t ≤ 0. For global prevector field F which is bijective on * M, or for local prevector field which is bijective in the sense of Remark 4.8, in particular a D 1 local prevector field, we define F t for t ≤ 0 to be (F −1 ) −t .
Note that for any global prevector field F , F t is defined for all t ≥ 0, unlike the situation for the classical flow of a classical vector field. Similarly F t is defined for all t ≤ 0 if F is bijective.
5.1. Dependence on initial condition and on prevector field. 
Proof. We prove the statement for positive t. The case of negative t then follows from Remark 4.10. Let C ∈ R be as in Proposition 4.1. Take T = r 2C , then 0 < T ∈ R, and we have for
, and so F n (a) ∈ * B. By Proposition 4.2(2) we have
, and so by internal induction
The statement follows. 
Then for all a ∈ A ′ and 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
Proof. Again it is enough to prove the statement for positive t. We prove by internal induction that
which implies the statement. By Proposition 4.2(2) we have
from which the induction step from n to n + 1 follows. 
Our flow F t of a prevector field F induces a classical flow on M as follows. 
The following are immediate consequences of Theorems 5.1 and Corollary 5.4.
Theorem 5.6. Given a D 1 prevector field F the following hold:
(1) h F t is Lipschitz continuous with constant e K|t| .
(2) h F t is injective.
Remark 5.7. If F is obtained from a classical vector field X by the procedure of Example 3.1 then Theorem 14.1 of [Ke] shows that our h F t is in fact the flow of X in the classical sense. By Theorem 5.6(3) this will be true for any prevector field F that realizes X.
The results of this subsection have the following application to the standard setting.
Classical Corollary 5.8. For open
U ⊆ R n let X, Y : U → R n be
classical vector fields, where
X is Lipschitz with constant K, and
is an integral curve of Y with
Proof. Define prevector fields on * U by F (a) − a = λX(a) and G(a) − a = λY (a) as in Example 3.1, and apply Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and Remark 5.7.
The canonical representative prevector field.
Once we have the standard function h F t , we can extend it to the nonstandard domain as usual, and use it to define a new prevector field F as follows.
The map F is indeed a prevector field, i.e. F (a) − a ≺ λ for all a. Indeed, for C ∈ R given by Proposition 4.1 we have
By Theorem 5.6(3), if F ≡ G then F = G. We will show in Theorem 5.15 that F ≡ F , and so F is a canonical choice of a representative from the equivalence class of F . (Perhaps in a smaller neighborhood of a given point, as required by Theorem 5.1.) We will show in Propositions 5.11,
. That is, if a given equivalence class includes some member which is D 1 (resp. D 2 ) then the canonical representative F of that equivalence class is also D 1 (resp. D 2 ). We note that indeed not all members of the given class are D 1 (resp. D 2 ), for example for * R take F (x) = x for all x ∈ * R, and G(x) = x for all x = 0 and
Lemma 5.10. Let F be a local D 1 prevector field defined on * U. Assume
for all a, b ∈ * U. Then the flow of F satisfies:
The third inequality is by internal induction as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Then for n = ⌊t/λ⌋ we have by Lemma 5.10
back to the nonstandard domain and evaluating at t = λ we get, by transfer,
Proof. Assume ∆ 2 v,w F (a) ≤ Kλ v w for all a, v, w in some * B as in Proposition 4.3. We prove by internal induction that
n w , and
by the induction hypothesis. Now
which completes the induction.
So for n = ⌊t/λ⌋ we have
Thus for standard a, v, w we have
Extending back to the nonstandard domain and evaluating at t = λ we get:
Next we would like to prove that F ≡ F . We first need two lemmas.
Lemma 5.13. Let F be a local prevector field defined on
Then the flow of F satisfies:
Lemma 5.14. Let v ∈ * R n with v ≺ λ, let g : [0, ∞) → R n be the standard function g(t) = st(⌊t/λ⌋v), and let V = st(v/λ). Then g(t) = tV and the extension of g back to the nonstandard domain satisfies g(λ) ≡ v.
Proof. Let n = ⌊t/λ⌋. Then
This shows that g(t) = tV . So g(λ) = λV , and we have λV − v = λ V − v/λ ≺≺ λ.
We are now ready to prove the following.
Proof. By Proposition 5.11 and Lemma 4.11 it is enough to show that F (a) ≡ F (a) for all standard a. So, for standard a let g t (a) = st a + ⌊t/λ⌋(F (a) − a) . Letting n = ⌊t/λ⌋ we have
for some A ∈ R, by Lemma 5.13. Extending and evaluating at t = λ gives
so by Lemma 5.14 we have
, and together we get F (a) ≡ F (a).
To conclude, F is a canonically chosen representative from the equivalence class of F (perhaps in a smaller neighborhood of a given point), and if
Infinitesimal oscillations of a pendulum.
We now demonstrate and discuss some of the concepts and results of this section in relation to a concrete physical problem, that of small oscillations of a pendulum.
Let x denote the angle between a pendulum and the downward vertical direction. By considering the projection of the force of gravitation in the direction of motion, one obtains the equation of motion
where m is the mass of the pendulum, ℓ is the length of its massless rod, and g is the constant of gravity. Letting ω = g/ℓ we haveẍ = −ω 2 sin x. The initial condition of releasing the pendulum at angle a is described by x(0) = a,ẋ(0) = 0. We replace this single second order differential equation with the system of two first order equationsẋ = ωy,ẏ = −ω sin x, and initial condition (x, y) = (a, 0). The classical vector field corresponding to this system is X(x, y) = (ωy, −ω sin x).
We are interested in "small" oscillations in the classical setting, i.e. the limiting behavior when the parameter a above tends to 0, and correspondingly, infinitesimal oscillations in the hyperreal setting, i.e. when a is infinitesimal. To this end, if p a (t) is the classical motion with initial angle a, we look at the motion rescaled by the factor a, i.e. we look at ≈ cos ωt, for all finite t.
The above computation was for the classical flow of a classical vector field, and was then extended to the nonstandard domain. But we may also view the flow itself as occurring in the nonstandard domain * R 2 , via the prevector field F (x, y) = (x + λωy, y − λω sin x) with initial condition (a, 0). This is the prevector field obtained from our classical vector field X by the procedure of Example 3.1. After rescaling and adjoining a as a coordinate as before, we have the prevector field G(x, y, a) = (x + λωy, y − λω sin ax a , 0) and initial condition (1, 0, a), in * R 3 , where for a = 0, G(x, y, 0) = (x + λωy, y − λωx, 0). By Corollary 5.3, for infinitesimal a, G t (1, 0, a) ≈ G t (1, 0, 0) for all finite t. Focusing now on G t (1, 0, 0) we may drop the third component and look at the prevector field E(x, y) = (x + λωy, y − λωx). Let us define another prevector field H(x, y) = (x cos λω +y sin λω, −x sin λω +y cos λω), then H is clockwise rotation of the xy plane by angle λω, so H t (1, 0) ≈ (cos ωt, − sin ωt). We have cos λω − 1 ≺≺ λω and sin λω − λω ≺≺ λω, so E ≡ H, so by Corollary 5.4 we also have E t (1, 0) ≈ (cos ωt, − sin ωt).
So finally, the x component of G t (1, 0, a) is ≈ cos ωt, for any infinitesimal a, which means that the x component of Ft(a, 0) a is ≈ cos ωt for any infinitesimal a. We may thus say the following.
Corollary 5.16. The motion of a pendulum with infinitesimal amplitude a is harmonic motion, in the sense that if rescaled to appreciable size, it is infinitely close to standard harmonic motion, for all finite time.
Equivalently, one could say that the motion itself is harmonic with the given infinitesimal amplitude a, with error which is infinitely smaller than a.
Realizing classical vector fields
Given a classical vector field on a smooth manifold M, we seek a prevector field realizing it.
Using Example 3.1 we can do this only locally, while by Proposition 3.3 these local prevector fields are compatible up to equivalence. This leads to the following definition. prevector field on
} α∈J is said to be a flowing refinement if there are 0 < T α ∈ R for each α ∈ K such that the flow h Gα t is defined on V α for 0 ≤ t ≤ T α .
By Theorem 5.1 any D 1 coherent family of prevector fields has a D 1 flowing refinement. By
can choose a single 0 < T ∈ R which is good for all α ∈ K, then we will say that the original family {(F α , U α )} α∈J is complete. In that case we have a global well defined flow h t : M → M for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , and by iteration, for all 0 ≤ t ∈ R. Extending h t back to *
By Theorem 5.15 we have G| * Uα ≡ F α for all α ∈ J. We will call G the globalization of the complete coherent family {(F α , U α )} α∈J . By Theorem 5.6(3) if two complete coherent families have a common refinement, then they define the same flow h t : M → M, and so they have the same globalization.
We note that if {(F α , U α )} α∈J has a finite flowing refinement, i.e. a flowing refinement
Clearly a coherent D 1 family with compact support has a finite flowing refinement, so the following holds. Given a classical vector field X on M of class C 1 or C 2 , we would like to realize it by a global prevector field on * M of class D 1 or D 2 respectively. In Proposition 3.7 we have shown that this can be done locally. We now state and prove our global realization result.
In the following proof we use our assumption that our nonstandard extension satisfies countable saturation. This means that for any sequence {A n } n∈N of internal sets such that A n = ∅ and A n+1 ⊆ A n for all n, one has n∈N A n = ∅. For more details see Appendix A.3. 
Proof. Assume first that X has compact support. There is a family U α of coordinate neighborhoods for M, on each of which X is realized by F α as in Example 3.1, and by Proposition 3.3 the family {(F α , U α )} is coherent. By Proposition 3.7, the family {(
. The vector field X having compact support C ⊆ M in the classical sense implies that {(F α , U α )} has compact support in the sense of Definition 6.4. Thus by Proposition 6.5 it is complete, and let F be its globalization. We first notice that the flow h t : M → M which defines F satisfies h t (a) = a for all a ∈ M − C and so by transfer
M , proving the concluding statement regarding X with compact support. Furthermore, by Propositions 5.11, 5.12,
, which, as mentioned, holds if X is C 1 (resp. C 2 ). By Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 5.6(3) F is uniquely determined by X. This completes the compact support case.
If X does not have compact support, we proceed using countable saturation of our nonstandard extension. Let {U n } n∈N be a sequence of open sets in M with U n compact, U n ⊆ U n+1 , and U n = M. Let f n : M → [0, 1] be a sequence of smooth functions with compact support, such that f n | U n+1 = 1. Now let G n be the realization of f n X given by the compact support case. Let A n = {F ∈ * Map(M) : F | * Un = G n | * Un }, then A n is nonempty for each n, since G n ∈ A n . We further have A n+1 ⊆ A n since G n+1 | * Un = G n | * Un , which is true since f n+1 and f n are both 1 on U n+1 ⊇ U n and so the same flow determines G n+1 | * Un and G n | * Un . So, by countable saturation A n = ∅. An F in this intersection satisfies F ∈ * Map(M), i.e. it is internal. Since
since F | * Un = G n | * Un is uniquely determined by X, again since f n is 1 on U n+1 ⊇ U n .
In the following example we demonstrate the need for {U n } and {f n } in the proof of Theorem 6.6, and the fact that the values of F on * M − h M may depend on the choice of {U n }, {f n }.
Example 6.7. Let M = (0, 1), and let X be the classical vector field on M given by X(x) = −1 for all x ∈ (0, 1). On * (0, 1) X does not induce a prevector field via the procedure of Example 3.1 since for λ > x ∈ * (0, 1), x − λ ∈ * (0, 1). However we can take the coherent family {(F r , (r, 1))} r>0 where F r is always defined by F r (a) = a − λ. The standard flow h Fr t is defined for 0 ≤ t ≤ r and always given by h So, following the proof of Theorem 6.6, let {a n } be a strictly decreasing sequence with a n → 0.
Let U n = (a n , 1 − a n ) and let f n : (0, 1) → [0, 1] be a smooth function such that f n (x) = 1 for
, and f n (x) = 0 for 0 < x ≤ a n+2 and 1 − a n+2 ≤ x < 1. To realize f n X as in Example 3.1 we do not need a covering {U α } as in the general case appearing in the proof of Theorem 6.6, rather we can take one F n defined on all (0, 1). For a ∈ * (a n+1 , 1 − a n+1 ) we have F n (a) = a − λ, and so for a ∈ (a n , 1 − a n ) and 0 ≤ t ≤ a n − a n+1 we have h Fn t (a) = a − t, and so finally for a ∈ * U n = * (a n , 1 − a n ) the realization G n of f n X satisfies G n (a) = a − λ.
Thus, a global F : * (0, 1) → * (0, 1) which is obtained from the sequence G n as in the proof of Theorem 6.6 will have F (a) = a − λ for all a ∈ h (0, 1) = {a ∈ * (0, 1) : 0 < st(a) < 1}, and this fact is independent of all choices involved in the construction. However, the values on * (0, 1) − h (0, 1) may indeed depend on our choice of {U n } and {f n }, as we now demonstrate.
Suppose our nonstandard extension is given by the ultrapower construction on the index set N with nonprincipal ultrafilter, and elements in the ultrapower are given by sequences in angle brackets x i i∈N (for more details see Appendix A.4). Assume λ = δ i i∈N where {δ i } is a strictly decreasing sequence with
δ i i∈N , and we claim that F | * Un = G n | * Un for all n, i.e. F ∈ A n . Indeed, the elements of * U n are represented by sequences u i i∈N such that u i ∈ U n for all i, and so for i sufficiently large so that i ≥ n and δ i < a n − a n+1 we have h
(u i ). Now let x = a i+2 i∈N and y = a i + δ i i∈N , then F (x) = x and F (y) = y − λ. If we repeat our construction with a ′ n = a n−2 + δ n−2 in place of a n , producing the realization F ′ , then for the same reason that F (x) = x we will have
showing that F indeed depends on our choices.
Lie bracket
Given two local prevector fields F, G for which F −1 , G −1 exist, e.g. if F, G are D 1 (by Remark 4.8), we define their Lie bracket [F, G] as follows. Its relation to the classical Lie bracket will be clarified in Section 7.2.
Since our fixed choice of λ was arbitrary, we may have chosen it as 1 N for some infinite N ∈ * N, and so we may assume 1 λ is in fact a hyperinteger and drop the ⌊ · ⌋ from the above expression.
In Theorem 7.12 below we will justify this definition, i.e. we will establish its relation to the classical Lie bracket. We will show that if
is indeed a prevector field,
We will give an example showing that this is not true if F, G are merely D 1 . We will show that the Lie bracket of two D 2 prevector fields is equivalent to the identity prevector field if and only if their local standard flows commute. In the present section our study will always be local, and so the quantifier "for all a" will always mean for all a in * U where U is some appropriate coordinate neighborhood, and all computations are in coordinates.
7.1. Fundamental properties of Lie bracket.
Proof. Substituting x = a and
Now substituting x = F (a) and
Adding the above two expressions gives:
And so
Example 7.3. We give an example of two prevector fields F, G, where
and [F, G] is not a prevector field. Let M = R 2 and let F (x, y) = (x + λ, y), G(x, y) =
we need the following lemma. A sum of eight terms appears in its statement, namely
which is similar to the sum
appearing in the general definition of D k applied to k = 2. As already noticed, the four terms a, a + v, a + w, a + v + w cancel, leaving the four terms appearing in Definition 3.6. In the present sum the corresponding four terms a, b, G(a), G(b) do not cancel, and we remain with all eight terms. We have already encountered a similar eight term sum ∆
where no cancellation occurs, in the proof of Proposition 3.14.
Proof. Let v = b − a and w = G(a) − a. Since F is D 1 (by Proposition 3.12) we have
and so we have
Proof. By Propositions 3.12, 4.9, and 3.16,
. Now in Lemma 7.4 take G to be
and now take in Lemma 7.4 a, b, F, G to be respectively
by Proposition 3.9. Adding these two inequalities we get 
Example 7.6. We give an example of two prevector fields F, G, where
, and we show G is D 1 :
Our definition of Lie bracket involves an iteration
The following Proposition compares this with multiplication by 1 λ in coordinates. It will be used in the proofs of Theorems 7.10, 7.12, 7.13.
The proof of Theorem 7.5 provides
in Lemma 5.13
Next we would like to show that if F,
We will need the following two lemmas.
, so by Lemma 3.11 (taking some ball around st(a)), there is m ∈ * N such that
Lemma 7.9. If G, H are prevector fields with
Proof. Given a let x = G −1 (a) and y = H −1 (a) then we must show x − y ≺≺ λ. We have
Proof. We first claim that it is enough to establish the statement with F = E, that is, to show
then by Theorem 7.5 and Lemma 7.9 we have
So we proceed to show [
, then by assumption a − b ≺≺ λ. By Propositions 3.12, 4.9,
. By Lemma 7.8
Combining the last two inequalities we get H(c) − F −1 (b) ≺≺ λ 2 and so
by Propositions 3.12, 4.9, 3.9. So we have
Example 7.11. We give an example of F, H which are D 2 , G is D 1 and G ≡ H, and yet
are D 2 , and it has been shown in Example 7.6 that G is D 1 .
Relation to classical Lie bracket.
The following theorem justifies our definition of [F, G] , by relating it to the classical notion of Lie bracket. 
Proof. By Remark 5.7, the flows h 
By the equivalent characterization of limits via infinitesimals we thus have
Now, if v ≈ w then λv ≡ λw, so by Example 3.1, [X, Y ] cl can be realized by the prevector field 
Proof. Assume first that [F, G] ≡ I, i.e. [F, G](a) − a ≺≺ λ for all a. So by Proposition 7.7
for all a. Now let n = ⌊t/λ⌋ and m = ⌊s/λ⌋, then we need to show
This involves nm interchanges of F and G, where a typical move is from
By Propositions 3.12, 4.2 there is 
Adding the nm contributions when passing from
This is because among the nm differences that we add, there is a maximal one, which is say βλ 2 with β ≺≺ 1, and so the sum of all nm contributions is ≤ nmβλ 2 ≤ tsβ ≺≺ 1.
Conversely, assume h Proof. Define prevector fields by F (a) = a + λX(a) and G(a) = a + λY (a) as in Example 3.1, and apply Proposition 3.7, Remark 5.7, and Theorems 7.12, 7.13. The final statement is a straightforward conclusion in the classical setting.
Appendix A. A brief review of nonstandard analysis
We give a brief outline of the concepts from nonstandard analysis that appear in this paper.
Further elaboration, and proofs, can be found in any of the texts on nonstandard analysis recommended in the introduction.
A.1. Nonstandard extensions, the transfer principle, and internal sets. The idea of nonstandard analysis is to enlarge the mathematical world we are studying, in a way that does not change any of its properties, this leading to new insights on the original world. So, our starting point is some set X, which in the case of differential geometry may be (the underlying set of) a smooth n-dimensional manifold M, or the disjoint union of M with finitely many other sets one might want to refer to, say R n , R, and N. We define the universe V (X) of our study as follows: Let V 0 (X) = X and define recursively for n ∈ N,
where P(A) denotes the set of all subsets of A. of all functions from M to itself is an element of V 4 (X). Similarly, if X ⊇ R, R n , N then the field operations of R, the vector space operations of R n , and the natural embedding of N into R, are elements of V (X), as are any function from R n to R, etc. In fact, since the cardinality of M, R n and R is 2 ℵ 0 , it is enough to take simply X = N, and we will have copies of M, R n and R in V (X).
Statements about V (X) are made using a first order language with binary relation ∈. A first order formula φ is called bounded if the quantifiers ∀x and ∃x always appear in φ in the form ∀x(x ∈ a → · · · ) and ∃x(x ∈ a ∧ · · · ) where a is either a variable or a constant. These two forms are usually abbreviated as ∀x ∈ a (· · · ) and ∃x ∈ a (· · · ), respectively.
A nonstandard extension of V (X) consists of a set * X with X * X, and a map * :
such that (1) * sends X to * X, (2) * x = x for all x ∈ X, and (3) For every bounded formula φ(x 1 , . . . , x k ), and every a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ V (X), φ(a 1 , . . . , a k ) is true in V (X) if and only if f is an extension of the function f .
Condition (3) is called the transfer principle, and is the heart of nonstandard analysis. It is the precise content of the statement made above, that we enlarge our world without changing its properties.
An element A ∈ V ( * X) is called internal if there is an element B ∈ V (X) such that A ∈ *
B.
Any object of the form * A is internal, but the converse is not true. The elements of * R are called hyperreal numbers. An x ∈ * R is called finite if * |x| ≤ r for some r ∈ R. Here * |x| is the extension of the function |x|, but as for relations, we usually omit the * from function symbols, and write simply |x| ≤ r.
Given any n ∈ * N, the initial segment {k ∈ * N : 0 ≤ k ≤ n} behaves just like an initial segment of N, i.e. it behaves just like a finite set. An internal set A for which there is an internal bijection between A and an initial segment of * N is called hyperfinite, and it also behaves like a finite set. For example, every internal function from a hyperfinite set to * R has a maximum and a minimum, since this is true for every function from a finite set to R.
An immediate consequence of the fact that * N − N is external, is that if B ⊆ * N is an internal set, and B ⊇ * N − N, then there must also be a finite n ∈ B. This fact is called underspill, and can be used to prove e.g. the following useful fact: If g : A → * R is an internal function (in particular this implies that A is an internal set), and if g(a) is finite for every a ∈ A, then there is a finite K such that |g(a)| ≤ K for all a ∈ A. Indeed, by the assumption on g, the internal set B = {n ∈ * N : n ≥ |g(a)| for all a ∈ A} satisfies B ⊇ * N − N, and so there is a finite n ∈ B, and we may take K = n. Similarly, since N is also external, if B ⊆ * N is internal, and B ⊇ N, then there must also be an infinite n ∈ B. This fact is called overspill.
A.3. Saturation and topology. In Theorem 6.6 we further assume that our nonstandard extension satisfies countable saturation, which is the following property: Whenever {A n } n∈N is a countable collection of internal sets such that 0≤k≤n A k = ∅ for every n ∈ N, then n∈N A n = ∅. Any nonstandard extension constructed via the ultrapower construction described below, satisfies countable saturation.
Let (Y, T ) ∈ V (X) be a topological space (Y is the underlying set and T is the topology).
For a ∈ Y we define N a = {U ∈ T : a ∈ U}, and the halo (or monad ) of a, h(a) = U ∈Na * U.
The elements of Y are called standard, and an element x ∈ * Y such that x ∈ h(a) for some a ∈ Y is called nearstandard. For Y = R, the nearstandard points of * R are precisely the finite points. The points in h(0)
are called infinitesimal, and those points of h R which are not in h(0) are called appreciable. For Y = R n , an element v ∈ * (R n ) = ( * R) n is called finite or infinitesimal, if all its components are finite or infinitesimal, respectively. This is equivalent to * v being finite or infinitesimal, respectively, where · is any norm on R n . If a, b ∈ * R n and a − b is infinitesimal then we say a and b are infinitely close to one another, and write a ≈ b. Infinitesimals may be used for giving simple characterizations to limit concepts, e.g. let f : R → R be any function, and let a, l ∈ R.
Then lim x→a f (x) = l if and only if * f (x) ≈ l for every x ∈ * R such that x ≈ a and x = a. It follows that f is continuous at a if and only if * f (h(a)) ⊆ h(f (a)).
A.4. Ultraproduct construction. We briefly describe a construction that yields a nonstandard extension satisfying countable saturation. For every n ∈ N let S n (X) be the set of all sequences x i i∈N such that x i ∈ V n (X) for all i, and let S(X) = n∈N S n (X). Let U ⊆ P(N) be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on N, i.e. an ultrafilter that includes all cofinite subsets of N. Define an equivalence relation ∼ on S(X) as follows: x i i∈N ∼ y i i∈N if the set {i ∈ N : x i = y i } is in U. We denote the equivalence class of x i i∈N by [ x i i∈N ]. We define a relation ε on S(X) as follows: [ x i i∈N ] ε [ y i i∈N ] if the set {i ∈ N : x i ∈ y i } is in U.
Let S ′ (X) denote the set of equivalence classes of elements of S(X), and let * X denote the set of equivalence classes of elements of S 0 (X). We recursively define a function T :
, as follows: For a = x i i∈N ∈ S 0 (X) simply T ([a]) = [a]. For n > 0 and A i i∈N ∈ S n (X) − S n−1 (X), let
which is an element of V n ( * X). For A ∈ S(X) let k A denote the sequence with constant value A, then finally, let * : V (X) → V ( * X) be defined by * A = T ([k A ]). In this construction, the internal objects are precisely those appearing in the image of T .
The structure of the internal sets contributed by S n becomes more and more complicated for larger and larger n, due to the recursive construction. For small n the definition is, however, quite concrete. For example, for X = R, a hyperreal number x is represented by a sequence x i i∈N of real numbers, and an internal set A ⊆ * R is represented by a sequence A i i∈N of subsets of R. We have x ∈ A if the set {i ∈ N : x i ∈ A i } is in U. For A ⊆ R, its extension * A is represented by the constant sequence A i∈N . Since relations are also sets, their extension is determined by our construction as well. For example, for two hyperreals x, y represented by sequences x i i∈N , y i i∈N , we have x
